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Abstract

The proposed Beam Dump Facility (BDF) is foreseen to be located at the North Area of
the SPS. It is designed to be able to serve both beam dump like and fixed target experi-
ments. The SPS and the new facility would offer unique possibilities to enter a new era
of exploration at the intensity frontier. Possible options include searches for very weakly
interacting particles predicted by Hidden Sector models, and flavour physics measurements.
The SPS BDF team has performed in-depth studies and prototyping for all critical aspects
of the facility design. The feasibility study has demonstrated that, with suitable modifica-
tions, the SPS can deliver the beam required for the proposed Search for Hidden Particles
(SHiP) experiment at the BDF with the required characteristics and with acceptable losses.
The study has proven the feasibility of the robust high-power target housed in a dedicated
target complex, and completed the initial design of the primary beam transfer line. Civil
engineering, integration, safety and radiation protection studies have also been completed.
In complement to the comprehensive overview submitted to the ESPP update, this adden-
dum provides information on the possible schedule and a preliminary cost estimate of the
facility.
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A. Interested Community
The physics community’s interest in Hidden Sector physics has grown rapidly in recent years, with

an important increase in the activity of operational experiments, both in the domain of direct and indirect
searches, as well as new experiment proposals. SHiP formed an official collaboration with 45 institutes
shortly after the submission of an Expression of Interest [2] in 2013 as part of the recommendation from
the CERN management to prepare a Technical Proposal. Today the collaboration consists of 50 institutes
and 4 associated institutes from 18 countries, CERN, and JINR. Several institutes in already associated,
and new, countries are showing interest, and the collaboration is expected to grow significantly upon
an approval to proceed with TDRs. Cooperation is already established with NA62 and LHCb, both
on physics and detector developments, and in particular with LHCb detector upgrade programmes. It
is expected that this synergy will further increase. The proposed light dark matter/neutrino scattering
detector is also expected to stimulate further interest in the light dark matter search community and
could lead to extensions of the current concepts.

Other potential users of the BDF include the TauFV and KLEVER proposals, both of which are
in the domain of flavour physics. While the TauFV physics case was mentioned in the SHiP Technical
Proposal, a dedicated study group has only been active since the end of 2017. The flavour physics
community is large and worldwide. Violation of lepton universality has sustained particular interest of
the community in Europe, US, and Japan for several decades and has raised even more interest in recent
years. The TauFV proposal is complementary to LHCb and BELLE-II in this respect. It is expected that
the proposal will rapidly stimulate interest and attract collaborators. The project is technologically very
challenging, requiring detectors with performances similar to those of the HL-LHC and FCC detectors.
A collaboration to draw up a plan for R&D is already underway. The KLEVER experiment draws
experience from NA62 and is expected to receive strong support from the kaon physics community. Its
potential realisation at ECN3 of the SPS North Area is also under consideration.

The development required for the target/dump design and construction, and for the Target Complex
technologies, could have important implications for facilities worldwide. Collaboration is currently being
explored and could be expanded upon project approval in order to optimise resources and costs, and to
increase the impact of any technological breakthroughs.

The target/dump assembly is based on diffusion bonding via the Hot Isostatic Pressing technique,
employing refractory metals such as pure tungsten, molybdenum alloys, tantalum and tantalum alloys.
New developments such as the Second Target Station of the Oak Ridge National Laboratories Spallation
Neutron Source might benefit from such R&D and experience. Similarly, upgrade projects at the UK-
based ISIS spallation neutron source might benefit from the technologies developed for the CERN’s
Beam Dump Facility. Developments of W-based technologies and radiation damage studies would create
natural links with the European Spallation Neutron Source currently under construction.

The Target Complex, operating with a system with a purification technology for the helium vessel
loop, currently under design, might be very beneficial for the upgrade of the T2K JPARC neutrino beam
line, both in the framework of the current operation as well as for the Tokai to Hyper-Kamiokande
project (T2HK) project presently under consideration. Similar interest and collaborative opportunities
exist in the framework of the LBNF/DUNE neutrino project in the US. The radiation levels close the the
production target would be extremely useful for irradiation purposes in the framework of the RaDIATE
Collaboration and would open unprecedented equipment and material test possibilities for CERN related
to the Radiation to Electronics (R2E) Project.

B. Timeline
Following a first evaluation of the BDF facility in 2014–2016, CERN management launched a

study to complete key technical feasibility studies in time for the ESPP update in 2019. The study team
has executed an in-depth feasibility study described in the comprehensive overview which this addendum
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accompanies. The feasibility study phase will come to an end with the delivery of the Comprehensive
Design Study which is timed to coincide with the ESPP update.

With the go ahead from CERN management, under the continuing auspices of Physics Beyond
Colliders, it is foreseen to continue studies over the following two years. Specific areas include:

– Post Irradiation Examination (PIE) of the prototype target tested in 2018;
– helium vessel design and prototyping;
– prototyping of the new splitter magnet design;
– intermediate iteration of system integration across the complex;
– development and possible prototyping of the hadron absorber magnetisation system;
– continued studies of loss reduction techniques during slow extraction in the SPS
– ground investigation required for a definitive civil engineering study.

By the end of 2020, we would hope to be in a position to seek approval to go ahead with the preparation
of a technical design report (TDR).

In the following phase, while working towards a TDR, it is envisioned to perform:

– detailed engineering studies and specification of deliverables of both standard and novel systems;
– detailed integration plans;
– civil engineering pre-construction activities (environmental impact study; build permit submis-

sion/approval; tender process and detailed civil engineering design).

This would lead to the delivery of the TDR in 2022. The aim would be to seek project approval in 2023,
to allow ground breaking in 2024.

A summary of the possible evolution of the BDF project is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Outline of a possible BDF time-line

2017 - 2018 Prototyping of key technologies
Preliminary infrastructure integration & CE designs
Preliminary Cost estimates and schedule

Start 2019 Delivery of Comprehensive Design Study
2019 - 2020 Continued design studies and prototyping
End 2020 Approval to go ahead with TDR
2021 - 2022 Engineering design studies towards TDR

Specification towards production
CE pre-construction activities

2022 TDR delivery
2023 Seek approval
2023+ Tender, component production, CE contracts

The medium-term schedule of the injector complex and the LHC is well established. At present, it
foresees long shutdowns for the injectors in 2019-2020 (LS2) and 2025 (LS3). LS3 for the LHC stretches
from 2024 to mid-way through 2026. The re-construction of the junction cavern and construction of the
first part of the new transfer line will take around 1.5 years (with contingency) and precludes North Area
operation in parallel. This implies an additional stop of the North Area of about 6 months, assumed in
the provisional planning presented here to take place in 2026. The other major civil engineering works
(final section of new transfer line, Target Complex, Experimental Hall) can be executed in parallel with
North Area operation. Radiological considerations have been taken into account. The provisional BDF
schedule is shown in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1: Provisional BDF schedule anticipating ground breaking in 2024, junction cavern/beam line civil engineer-
ing and (re)installation during 2025 and the first half of 2026. JC – junction cavern; ET – extraction tunnel; DH –
detector hall;

C. Construction and Operational Costs
Overall a class 4 (intermediate – concept study or feasibility) cost estimate has been performed.

The largest work package in terms of cost, civil engineering, has benefited from collaboration with
specialised external companies with a history of working with CERN. The companies have scrutinised
and endorsed the CE cost estimate. Here uncertainties have been reduced with respect to the 2015
exercise [3] and the quoted total can be regarded with some degree of confidence. However, until the
required ground investigations are performed the estimate remains class 4.

The Target Complex has also worked with an external company that specialises in complex design
and handling. Again the cost estimate of major part of the complex was verified by said company. Some
further optimisation of the handling can be envisioned with the possibility of cost reduction.

The more standard items have benefited by working with the respective CERN groups (cooling
& ventilation, power converters, magnets, vacuum, access, beam instrumentation, radiation protection,
etc.). The groups are generally well versed in the production and deployment of the foreseen solutions
and again the estimates are considered solid.

A full breakdown of the cost estimate will be published in the CDS [1]. This breakdown will
include personnel and development costs. A provisional high-level summary of estimated material costs
for construction is shown in table 2.
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Table 2: Summary of material cost estimate for BDF construction.

Work Package/System Estimate [MCHF]
Beam-line and junction cavern hardware 10.1
Target and Target Complex infrastructure 45.5
Civil Engineering 68.2
Cooling and ventilation 11.8
Electrical distribution 5.6
Survey and alignment 1.1
Access system 1.4
Fire safety system 3.5
Radiation monitoring 0.4
Transport (inc. cranes and lifts) 6.1
Installation 2.6
Total 156.3
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